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Abstract. This article describes the inevitable paranoia and varied consequences that accrue towards a political superpower.

A close reading of the term paranoia as described in the American Psychiatric Association's Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders suggests two basic components. First, there's a tendency to ascribe abilities, skills, and powers to some entity far beyond what that entity possesses. Secondly, there's a tendency to attribute hurtful motives, intent, and consequences to the entity bearing such formidable capabilities. Both components seem to inexorably and ineluctably arise among many political actors towards a superpower. And in today's political world with the United States (US) as the consensual superpower, both components of paranoia can be observed.

There are attributed accoutrements--possessing untold wealth, marvelous and uncountable weapons, and an unstoppable cultural and value system--that could not accurately characterize any human enterprise and would even make a sacred entity blush. These attributed accoutrements nurture and reinforce superpower status up to a point. How is this? The attributors are often likely to act as if the entity with superpower status truly is a superpower regardless of the entity's characteristics--a boon when the superpower (like the emperor) is wearing no clothes.

However, there also are the malign attributions based on the above accoutrements. For example, the US must have intentionally bombed the People's Republic of China's embassy in Belgrade--its superior technology would not allow such a mistake to occur. Similarly, the US must have intentionally bombed civilian Serbs and Kosovar Albanians alike. The deaths could not be the result of accidents or incompetence. And the US is secretly behind the international illicit drug trade and responsible for the acquired immune deficiency syndrome pandemic and statistically deviant weather phenomena.

(A less paranoid but contributing psychological phenomenon to malign attributions is the fundamental attribution error. When the US has actually caused noxious consequences to or for others, these consequences are more likely to be attributed to characteristics of the US not to situational variables, luck, fate, and the like.)